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摘  要 
 
I 











































Tanghe county is located in the southwest in Henan province, around which are 
all the segments and subsegments of northern mandarin area, and the Han nationality 
dominates its population. Hence as one part of Zhongyuan Mandarin, the internal 
elements of Tanghe dialect are synchronically consistent with one another. Namely, 
there are few differences on phonetics, vocabulary and grammar among villages and 
towns. 
Thorough on-the-spot surveys of the language of several towns were taken, and 
on the basis of the first-hand linguistic data, in-depth descriptions, comparisons and 
reveals on the grammar and related phenomena of Tanghe dialect were made in both 
diachronic and synchronic perspectives. Thus this article was formulated. The 
dissertation consists of five chapters in addition to a conclusion. 
In Chapter 1, a brief survey of the geography, history, population and culture of 
Tanghe county is given, the ownership and phonetic profile of Tanghe dialect are 
analyzed, the existing research achievements of Henan dialects and Tanghe dialect are 
reviewed, and the significances of the topic, the research targets and methods, and the 
style of writing are illustrated. 
In Chapter 2, the suffixation of a nonsyllabic r, and the sound-compound and the 
sound-divided phenomena are studied. On the suffixation of a nonsyllabic r, firstly, its 
phonetic forms are revealed, and secondly, its grammatical functions are analyzed 
from the perspective of its role on different kinds of grammatical units. On the 
sound-compound and the sound-divided phenomena, firstly, the sound-compound 
phenomena of different kinds of functions are analyzed, and secondly, the 
sound-divided words are exhaustively listed, the morphosyntactic functions of the 


















In Chapter 3, the two kinds of grammatical means, reduplication and addition, 
are respectively explored on their features of word formation and form formation, and 
the suffix [li ʨiɘr]（哩劲儿） and related phenomena are diachronically dated. 
In Chapter 4, the adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions and auxiliary words of 
Tanghe dialect are classified and investigated, and the related patterns such as passive 
patterns, disposal patterns and comparative sentences are also analyzed. And the 
source and evolution of the negative marks 没有 and 没得 in Chinese are probed 
into, with Tanghe dialect as an entry point.  
In Chapter 5, the two categories, interrogation and negation, are inspected 
separately. Firstly, the category of interrogation is classified and described according 
to different meanings and formal features, and secondly, the category of negation is 
revealed from the perspective of different expressing means. 
In the conclusion part, the important contents of the article are reviewed, and the 
problems left over are stated. 
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